The authors analyze changes in the tropical sea surface temperature (SST), surface wind, and other fields from the twentieth to the twenty-first century in climate projections using the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multimodel ensemble, focusing on the seasons January-March (JFM) and July-September (JAS). When the annual mean change is subtracted, the remaining ''seasonal changes'' have robust, coherent structures. The JFM and JAS changes resemble each other very closely after either a change of sign or reflection about the equator. The seasonal changes include an increase in the summer hemisphere SST and a decrease in the winter hemisphere SST. These appear to be thermodynamic consequences of easterly trade winds strengthening in the winter subtropics and weakening in the summer subtropics. These in turn are associated with the weakening and expansion of the Hadley circulation, documented by previous studies, which themselves are likely consequences of changes in extratropical eddies. The seasonal SST changes influence the environment for deep convection: peak precipitation in the summer hemisphere increases by around 10% and convective available potential energy (CAPE) increases by as much as 25%. Comparable fractions of these changes are attributable to the annual mean change and the seasonal changes, though the two have very different spatial structures. Since the annual mean change is marked by relative warming in the Northern Hemisphere compared to the Southern Hemisphere, the seasonal changes oppose the annual mean change in JFM and enhance it in JAS.
Introduction
Projections of future climate change are largely based on simulations with comprehensive numerical models of the climate system. The coordinated experiments done with many models as part of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) process-and the open-access data policy and infrastructure, which have made the output from those experiments widely available-have generated a unique dataset, the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)'s Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multimodel dataset. These data can be used to explore what these numerical models can tell us about what changes may occur because of anthropogenic or natural forcings and about the physics of the climate system. Of particular interest are changes that are robust, meaning that most or all models simulate them (albeit with differences in detail) when a common forcing is imposed. Although robustness is not a guarantee that a particular change will actually occur in response to increased greenhouse gases, it is sufficient reason to study that change carefully. Our confidence in robust changes is, of course, greater than in nonrobust ones. Additionally, as the current generation of climate models is our most important tool for generating detailed projections of future climate, it would be important that we understand robust features of those projections even if we knew they were wrong. In that case, such understanding would be the first step toward fixing the model deficiencies responsible for them. In practice, we have no independent way of determining with certainty which projections are correct and which are not, so robust projections-particularly those for which we have some physical understanding of the responsible mechanisms-remain our best guesses as to what will actually occur in the future.
The most robust change in response to greenhouse gases is, of course, the increase in global mean temperature; however, there are a number of others (some of which have been observed in recent historical trends as well), including the following: 1) Global mean increase in specific humidity, close to what would be expected from an assumption of fixed relative humidity (e.g., Held and Soden 2000; Soden et al. 2005; Sherwood et al. 2010a) ; 2) Expansion of the Hadley circulation (Hu and Fu 2007; Lu et al. 2007; Johanson and Fu 2009 ) and associated poleward shift of the westerly midlatitude jets (Kushner et al. 2001; Yin 2005; Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Ihara and Kushnir 2009 ); 3) Weakening of the Walker circulation (Held and Soden 2006; Vecchi et al. 2006 ); 4) Delay of the seasonal cycle over much of the tropics (Biasutti and Sobel 2009; Seth et al. 2010 Seth et al. , 2011 ; 5) Further concentration of precipitation in places that are already rainy and drying in places that are already dry (Neelin et al. 2003; Chou et al. 2006; Held and Soden 2006 ); 6) Changes in the relative humidity field that, though small, share a common spatial structure across models (Richter and Xie 2008; Sherwood et al. 2010b; Wright et al. 2010; Hurley and Galewsky 2010) ; and 7) Changes in the sea surface temperature (SST) field that share a common spatial structure across models (Liu et al. 2005; Vecchi and Soden 2007; Leloup and Clement 2009; Clement et al. 2010 ). Xie et al. (2010) show the annual mean changes in SST in two models and discuss their causes. Perhaps most prominent are warming along the equatorial Pacific (reminiscent of an El Niñ o event, though the underlying dynamics are somewhat different; see also DiNezio et al. 2009 ) and warming of the Northern Hemisphere relative to the Southern Hemisphere. Xie et al. (2010) show that the warming of the Northern Hemisphere relative to the Southern Hemisphere is responsible for a similar relative increase in the Northern Hemisphere of both tropical cyclone potential intensity and a measure of moist convective instability. The north-south dipole structure in potential intensity was also shown to be present in the JuneNovember multimodel climatological change from the CMIP3 multimodel dataset ensemble by Vecchi and Soden (2007) . Xie et al. (2010) show that the annual mean SST changes are ascribable to several proximate causes, particularly ocean dynamics and surface wind speed changes.
In the present study, following and extending Xie et al. (2010) , we analyze features in the CMIP3 multimodel mean of SST and a number of related atmospheric fields. Our focus is on the seasonal means for the near-solsticial seasons, when the monsoons and Hadley circulations are at their strongest (e.g., Dima and Wallace 2003) , and on the latitudinal structure of the zonal mean changes. We show that the projected changes in the twenty-first century compared to the twentieth century can be described as a hemispherically asymmetric annual mean change (well described by Xie et al. 2010 ) plus seasonally varying components that are to a large extent antisymmetric with respect to either a change of sign or reflection about the equator. We describe the dynamics of these changes and argue that they are tropical responses to Hadley circulation changes that, in turn, have been previously documented and are likely to result at least in part from changes in extratropical dynamics.
Methods
The analysis is based on the integrations of the CMIP3 database (Meehl et al. 2007) for the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The twentieth-century integrations (Twentieth-Century Climate in Coupled Model, named 20C3M in the dataset, hereafter 20C) are forced by the historical anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and sulfate aerosols. For some models other anthropogenic and natural forcings are also considered. For the twenty-century simulations (here 21C), we chose the scenario A1B, which is a middle-of-the road scenario with an increase of greenhouse gases that stabilizes at 700 ppm and an increase of sulfate aerosol emissions up to 2020 and decreasing afterward.
Our analysis will focus on the differences between the last 25 yr of the twenty-first (2074-99) and twentieth (1974-99) centuries, similar to previous studies (e.g., Biasutti et al. 2009 ). When possible, we consider all 24 models of the CMIP3 database (Meehl et al. 2007) . To compute convective available potential energy (CAPE) and tropical cyclone potential intensity, vertical profiles of temperature and humidity profiles are necessary. As those data are not available from all models, fewer (22) models are used to compute those variables. Only one integration of each model is considered.
The steps to compute the ensemble mean of all models available were as follows: first, data from all the models were interpolated to the same uniform grid, 2.58 longitude 3 2.58 latitude. Then, the ensemble mean, annually varying monthly climatology of all models was computed for the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. That monthly climatology was then used to compute the annual, JulySeptember (JAS), and January-March (JFM) means, which are shown below.
The tropical cyclone potential intensity (PI) was calculated using a generalization of the method described in Emanuel (1995) , taking into account dissipative heating (Bister and Emanuel 1998) . The PI is obtained from vertical profiles of temperature and humidity, as well as sea surface temperature and sea level pressure, as described in Bister and Emanuel (2002a,b) , where its climatology for the present climate is also given. The environmental CAPE is computed as part of this algorithm.
As discussed above, we focus on the near-solsticial seasons in the twenty-first century. We write X(21C, JAS) to indicate the JAS climatological and multimodel ensemble mean of a physical field X in the JAS season in the last 25 yr of the twenty-first century. It proves useful to write the decomposition
where X(20C, JAS) is the multimodel ensemble mean climatology for JAS in the last 25 yr of the twentieth century; DX(AM) is the change in the annual mean climatology from the twentieth to the twenty-first century (i.e., the twenty-first-century annual mean minus the twentieth-century annual mean); and DX(JAS) is the change in the JAS climatology (i.e., the twenty-firstcentury JAS climatology minus the twentieth-century JAS climatology). For compactness, we define
The quantity dX (JAS) is the change in the JAS climatology of field X from the twentieth to the twenty-first century minus the annual mean change in that field. To consider the JFM season, we simply substitute JFM for JAS in the above definitions. We refer to this change simply as the ''seasonal change'' in field X, recognizing that it does not include the annual mean change. We refer to DX(JAS) as the ''total seasonal change'' for the season JAS. We will show that the fields dX, with X sea surface temperature, surface wind speed (1000 hPa), individual surface wind components (1000 hPa), precipitation, and other related fields, indicate a response of the tropical climate system that is coherent, largely independent of the annual mean changes, and can be interpreted as a response to previously documented, extratropically mediated changes in the Hadley circulation.
Results
a. Latitude-longitude structure of SST and surface wind speed changes Figure 1 shows the twentieth-century climatology SST (20C, JAS), the SST annual mean change DSST(AM), and the SST seasonal changes dSST(JAS), dSST(JFM). The latter two correspond to the latter two terms on the rhs of (2), with the last term evaluated for JAS and JFM, respectively.
The annual mean SST change shows a local maximum in warming in the equatorial Pacific, a north-south asymmetry with greater warming in the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere, and other regional details, such as a minimum in warming off the southwestern coast of South America; these features are discussed by Liu et al. (2005) , DiNezio et al. (2009), and Xie et al. (2010) , but we do not discuss them in detail here. Of greater interest to us are the bottom two panels of Fig. 1 , which show the seasonal changes in JFM and JAS. These have very similar structures, except with a change of sign or, alternatively, a reflection about the equator. By definition, for any X, dX(JSM) 1 dX(AMJ) 1 dX(JAS) 1 dX(OND) 5 0, so the symmetry with respect to sign change implies that either dSST is small for April-June (AMJ) and October-December (OND), or also symmetric for those two seasons with respect to a sign change; the latter is more nearly the case, as the amplitudes of the changes in these seasons are comparable in magnitude to those in JAS and JFM (not shown). The symmetry with respect to reflection about the equator does not have any simple mathematical explanation, but it presumably reflects the fact that the seasonal changes are greenhouse gas-induced alterations of the natural seasonal cycle, which itself has this symmetry to a large degree.
In JAS, the seasonal change in SST is a warming in the Northern Hemisphere and cooling in the Southern Hemisphere. This adds constructively to the annual mean change to increase the cross-equatorial SST contrast. In JFM there is a warming in the Southern Hemisphere and cooling in the Northern Hemisphere. This adds destructively to the annual mean change to reduce the crossequatorial SST contrast, though the annual mean change is sufficiently large that altogether, even in JFM the Northern Hemisphere warms more than the Southern Hemisphere in the twenty-first century compared to the twentieth century. The largest changes occur around 408N in JFM and 408S in JAS, but the signs of the changes are almost entirely uniform within each hemisphere. Figure 2 has the same format as Fig. 1 but shows the surface wind speed (1000 hPa) instead of SST. The wind speed is calculated from the monthly-mean vector winds; the effect of submonthly fluctuations in the zonal and meridional winds u and y on the wind speed V 5 (u 2 1 y 2 ) 1/2 are not included. (We have performed the same calculations using daily wind speed for the subset of models for which daily winds are available. The results are quite similar to those shown in Fig. 2 . We show monthlymean winds because they can be more directly related to changes in the time-mean Hadley circulation, which is central to our interpretation.) The twentieth-century annual mean climatology shows weak winds near the equator and near 308S and 308N, where the transition from mean easterlies to westerlies tends to occur, and stronger winds near 208S and 208N, where the easterly trades dominate. The annual mean change shows weakening winds in the equatorial belt (Vecchi et al. 2006; DiNezio et al. 2009 ) and in most of the Northern Hemisphere, as well as around 358S, but strengthening of the southern trades, particularly in the Pacific (Xie et al. 2010) . The seasonal changes again tend to enhance the annual mean change in JAS and oppose it in JFM. In JFM, we see weakening winds in the southern summer subtropics (equatorward of 308S) and tropics; the Northern Hemisphere shows a banded structure with about 108 of latitude between local maxima and minima; there is weakening around 108N, strengthening around 208N, weakening at 308N, and strengthening at 408N. The pattern in JAS is very nearly the reverse of this. Figure 3 shows the consensus across the CMIP3 ensemble regarding the SST and surface wind speed changes. The quantity plotted is the fraction of models in the ensemble whose anomaly in the seasonal change is of the same sign, with the sign attributed to the majority. Thus, a value of 20.6 means 60% of the models have a negative anomaly. With values exceeding 0.7 in the regions of the largest ensemble mean anomalies, these plots indicate that the changes shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are robust across the ensemble.
b. Zonal mean changes
As the structures shown in the bottom two panels of Figs. 1 and 2 exhibit a degree of zonal symmetry, we now focus on zonal means. As our focus is on the climate over the tropical oceans, the zonal means were calculated for ocean grid points only (i.e., land points are excluded). Figure 4a shows the annual mean SST change, as well as the seasonal JFM and JAS SST changes. The annual mean change again shows the equatorial warming and greater warming in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere. The seasonal changes in JAS and JFM are simple in structure and remarkably similar to each other, apart from the change in sign. There is a relative warming in the summer hemisphere and cooling in the winter, with maxima in both near 408 latitude. The peak magnitude in the tropics is around 0.28C. This is large enough to influence the atmosphere in a significant way (recognizing that these are multimodel ensemble means of changes in 25-yr seasonal climatologies). Figure 4b has the same format as Fig. 4a , but it shows wind speed. We again see the expected annual mean wind speed increase in the Southern Hemisphere relative to the Northern Hemisphere. The seasonal changes, as expected from Fig. 2 , show oscillations superimposed on the overall north-south gradients within the tropics; larger changes in both the annual means and the seasonal changes are apparent at mid-and high southern latitudes. Figure 4c shows the seasonal changes in SST and wind speed together, with the x axis magnified so that only latitudes between 308S and 308N are shown. Note that only one vertical axis is needed in the figure, as it so happens that the changes in wind speed (in m s
1) SST, SURFACE WIND SPEED, AND LATENT HEAT FLUX
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) are similar in magnitude to the changes in SST (in 8C). We see from this panel that the trends with latitude in wind speed and SST are similar but opposite. The oscillations are also present in both and are approximately out of phase; however, they are much weaker in SST than in wind speed, so the signs of the SST changes do not reverse within a hemisphere although the signs of the wind speed changes do. The similar magnitudes of the SST and wind speed changes when measured in International System (SI) units as shown in Fig. 4c are a coincidence resulting from the values of several constants of nature as well as the typical values of the relevant physical variables in the earth's tropics. The latent heat flux E is typically parameterized by a bulk formula:
where E is measured in watts per meter squared, L is the latent heat of vaporization, r a is the surface air density (kg m 23 ), C is the (dimensionless) bulk exchange coefficient, V is the surface wind speed (m s 21 ), q*(SST) is the saturation specific humidity evaluated at the SST and surface pressure, and q a is the surface air specific humidity (the latter two both measured in kg kg
). With typical values for all the quantities, it so happens that a 118C change in SST leads to a change in E of the same order as does a 21 m s 21 change in wind speed, in both cases holding all other variables constant.
The simplest interpretation of the relationship between wind speed and SST is that the wind speed change drives the SST change. If the radiative fluxes, sensible surface heat fluxes, and ocean heat transport were unchanged (so that E would also remain unchanged by surface energy balance), and q a were unchanged as well, then the wind speed changes shown in shown in Fig. 4c would be expected to lead to SST changes similar, both qualitatively and quantitatively, to those shown in that figure, apart from the lesser amplitude of the oscillations in SST compared to wind. Figure 5 shows that while the simple picture described above may be adequate to explain the order of magnitude of the various quantities, it is not a correct description of what actually happens in the simulations. Both E and the air-sea humidity difference [q*(SST) 2 q a ] do change by fractional amounts comparable to those in the other variables (e.g., a 0.1 m s 21 change in wind speed is 1% if the mean wind speed is 10 m s
, while a 1 W m 22 change in latent heat flux is a 1% change if the mean is 100 W m
22
). In fact, the changes in [q*(SST) 2 q a ] do not closely resemble those of the wind speed in spatial structure, while those in E do. This implies that the SST changes do not result from a rebalancing of different components that control E but rather from wind-induced changes in E itself. These may increase the tendency of SST (remembering that we are looking at the seasonal cycle rather than a statistically steady state) or be compensated in whole or in part by some other component of the surface energy budget (which we do not analyze here). Nonetheless, the causal picture in the above discussion, in which wind speed drives the change in SST, still appears the most plausible. Wind speed is controlled nonlocally by the entire circulation, and it is much easier to imagine how wind speed change can induce local changes in SST-via changes in the latent heat flux, as are shown to occur in Fig. 5 than the converse.
2) SURFACE WIND COMPONENTS Figure 6 shows zonal mean plots of the zonal and meridional components of the surface wind. The top and middle panels show the zonal (Figs. 6a and 6b ) and meridional (Figs. 6c and 6d) wind for JFM (left) and JAS (right). In each of these plots, the dashed curve shows the climatology for the twentieth century for the season in question, the solid curve with dots shows the change in the annual mean climatology (thus this curve is the same in the left and right panels), and the solid curve without dots shows the seasonal change for the season in question. Figures 6e and 6f show the same quantities as in the solid curves in the top panels (seasonal changes; darker curves for JFM, lighter curves for JAS) but with axes spanning narrower ranges in both latitudes and wind magnitude.
Focusing first on the zonal wind, we see that the annual mean changes would correspond to a broadening of the subtropical easterlies in both hemispheres and seasons. The broadening is associated with a strengthening of the easterlies near their most poleward extent, since that is the point at which they vanish in the twentieth-century climatology (as the zonal winds change sign from easterly to westerly). The seasonal changes in both seasons in the winter hemisphere can best be described as an additional expansion and strengthening of the winter subtropical easterlies, a strengthening and slight poleward shift of the winter midlatitude westerlies, and a decrease in zonal wind magnitude between those two as the ''horse latitudes'' demarcating the transition from easterlies to westerlies also shift poleward. In the summer hemisphere, the subtropical easterlies weaken.
The meridional wind changes are consistent with the zonal wind changes. The largest meridional wind changes in the subtropics can be described as a poleward expansion of the region of equatorward flow in the winter hemisphere and a weakening of the equatorward flow in the summer hemisphere. In the deep tropics, there are changes in the meridional wind that are nearly as large as those in the subtropics, but they are not accompanied by zonal wind changes nearly as large as those in the subtropics.
The meridional wind changes near the equator are related to the SST changes in the way expected, qualitatively, from the Lindzen and Nigam (1987) model or other simple models that derive tropical surface winds from SST fields [e.g., see Sobel (2007) for a review]. For example, in Fig. 6f we see increased northerlies on the equator in JAS and southerlies in JFM, consistent with the increased northward anomalous SST gradient in the former and southward in the latter. Off the equator at about 108S and 108N, the anomalies reverse sign, consistent with the reversal (or at least flattening) of the anomalous SST gradients. Though we do not attempt to demonstrate this, it is plausible that wind-evaporation-SST feedback (Xie and Philander 1994) may play a role in generating these near-equatorial changes.
The relationship between zonal and meridional surface wind changes can be understood qualitatively by assuming that the zonal mean surface winds are governed by steady linear balances: f y 5 u and (4)
where u and y are (zonal and time mean) zonal and meridional wind, is an effective Rayleigh drag coefficient, f is the Coriolis parameter, and p is the surface pressure. Equation (4) can be written as
which shows that, assuming is constant, the same change in y will be associated with a larger response in u farther from the equator because of the increase in the Coriolis parameter. Thus, the changes in y farther from the equator will have a greater influence on total wind speed, and thus also on surface fluxes and SST. The seasonal changes in the surface meridional winds in JFM and JAS, particularly in the regions poleward of approximately 158 latitude in both hemispheres, can be summarized as an expansion of the winter Hadley cell and a weakening of the summer Hadley cell. The Coriolis torques on these changes lead to increases in the strength of the winter subtropical easterlies and decreases in the strength of the summer subtropical easterlies. The surface wind speed increases in the winter subtropics and decreases in the summer subtropics are primarily consequences of the zonal wind changes-as those are larger in magnitude than the meridional wind changes-although the latter also influence the speeds in the same sense.
The expansion of the Hadley circulation has been found not only in future climate projections but in observational studies of recent historical trends (e.g., Hu and Fu 2007; Johanson and Fu 2009) . The weakening of the circulation, on the other hand, has not yet been observed with confidence, showing a discrepancy between models and observations of the twentieth century (Mitas and Clement 2005, 2006) . This remains simply a robust projection for the future.
3) CAPE AND POTENTIAL INTENSITY
As discussed above (and further below), the seasonal changes in SST are best viewed as forced by the changes in the atmospheric circulation, rather than as themselves determining the changes in the atmospheric circulation. However, the SST changes do have potential atmospheric consequences, as they influence the environment for deep convection and tropical cyclone formation.
Figures 7 and 8 show changes in environmental CAPE and tropical cyclone PI, both computed using the PI algorithm and code provided by K. A. Emanuel, based on Bister and Emanuel (2002a,b) , for JFM and JAS. The top panels show the twentieth-and twenty-first-century climatologies of these two variables for JFM and JAS, the middle panels show the total changes (differences of the two curves in the top panels), and the bottom panels show the breakdowns of those differences into annual mean differences and seasonal differences.
As shown by Xie et al. (2010) , using a simpler proxy for CAPE, the annual mean CAPE change has a broad maximum on the equator; Xie et al. showed that this structure is related to the relatively small gradients in upper-tropospheric temperature compared to those in surface moist static energy. The bottom panels show that the seasonal changes (which again are very similar in the two seasons, apart from the sign reversal) are as large as the annual mean change poleward of about 108 latitude, and very different in structure than the annual mean. As a result, the total changes in JFM and JAS also have a different structure than the annual mean, with sharper maxima lying well off the equator in the summer hemisphere.
The annual mean PI change also maximizes on the equator [where tropical cyclone formation almost never occurs; PI is a purely thermodynamic quantity and does not account for the role of vorticity in tropical cyclone (TC) formation], but it is not symmetric about it, showing instead an increase in the Northern Hemisphere and the lowest southern latitudes and a decrease poleward of about 158S. The seasonal changes in PI, as in other fields shown above, have similar structures in the two seasons, apart from a sign reversal, with an increase in the summer hemisphere and a decrease in the winter hemisphere; the main asymmetry is a region of small additional PI change between 08 and 108N. In the summer hemisphere equatorward of about 108S in JFM and about 158N in JAS, the annual mean change is larger than the seasonal change; however, the converse is true in the summer subtropics. The total PI changes in the seasons of greatest TC activity (e.g., as shown by Vecchi and Soden 2007; Xie et al. 2010) are thus significantly influenced by the seasonal responses.
The top panels in Figs. 7 and 8 show that the changes in PI are relatively small percentage wise, but the total seasonal CAPE changes reach as much as 20%-25% of the twentieth-century climatological values. These are quite substantial changes. Climatological CAPE need not necessarily be closely or simply related to the climatological mean precipitation, but we show below that the seasonal changes in these two variables have very similar structure; this is perhaps unsurprising, as they are correlated in observations on a monthly time scale (Bhat et al. 1996) . Further, as CAPE places an upper bound on the kinetic energy of convective updrafts, changes in CAPE may be relevant to precipitation extremes.
Changes in tropical precipitation extremes have been found to be highly model dependent (O'Gorman and Schneider 2009; Sugiyama et al. 2009 ) and to vary differently with temperature than observations (Allan and Soden 2007, 2008) , and thus to be uncertain in the CMIP3 ensemble. Discussion of the dynamics of these changes has tended to focus on the roles of environmental humidity and on the vertical profiles of large-scale vertical motion. The magnitude and robustness of the CAPE change suggests that this factor may be worth considering as well. Observational studies looking for CAPE trends in the twentieth century have been inconclusive because of data limitations (Gettelman et al. 2002; DeMott and Randall 2004) . Figure 9 shows the seasonal changes in the precipitation. The antisymmetry in these maps is striking and very similar to that in the SST maps (Figs. 1c and 1d) . The precipitation increases in the summer hemisphere, and decreases in the winter hemisphere, as noted previously by Chou et al. (2007) . As the summer hemisphere is the rainier one in the present climatology, the seasonal increases can be described as increases in regions of high precipitation and decreases in regions of low precipitation, as expected more generally (e.g., Neelin et al. 2003; Held and Soden 2006) . In this case the precipitation changes are shown to be associated with SST changes with a specific dynamical cause, namely, the changes in surface wind speed.
4) PRECIPITATION
The zonal mean precipitation changes are also shown in Fig. 10 . On top of the annual mean changes, whose maximum values are around 0.5 mm day 21 , the seasonal changes also increase the precipitation, at the location in the summer hemisphere where it peaks climatologically, by 0.4 mm day
21
, and decrease it by about the same amount in the winter hemisphere. As the peak climatological rainfall in the summer hemisphere is around 8 mm day 21 , the total seasonal changes are on the order of 10%. The total seasonal changes in precipitation, however, maximize slightly equatorward of the climatological seasonal precipitation maxima, as can be seen by close comparison of the top two panels of Fig. 5 . Smaller (around 0.2 mm day 21 ) antisymmetric changes also occur in the subtropics and midlatitudes. These precipitation changes are similar to those in CAPE discussed above, except that the maximum total seasonal changes are more nearly coincident in latitude with the climatological maxima in the case of CAPE than in the case of precipitation.
Discussion
The nature of the seasonal changes in the tropical SST and wind fields gives some clear indications about the dynamics of those changes.
Ocean dynamics seem unlikely to play a major part in the seasonal changes. Clement (2006) argues that while ocean heat transport plays an important role in the seasonal Hadley circulation of the current climate, that role can be understood well in terms of the annual mean alone; there do not appear to be large seasonal components ).
driven by ocean heat transport. Xie et al. (2010) show that ocean heat transport may be important in the annual mean changes (twenty-first century minus the twentieth century) in the CMIP3 ensemble, but they do not specifically address the seasonal changes in detail. The fact that the seasonal wind speed changes and SST changes appear so closely related, as shown above, suggests that the SST changes can be understood in terms of a passive ocean mixed layer forced by the atmosphere. The view that the atmosphere is driving the seasonal changes is further supported by the fact that the interhemispheric winter Hadley circulations weaken at the same time that the SST contrasts increase, at least on the broadest scale (i.e., apart from some regions of the nearequatorial oscillations with latitude seen in Fig. 4) : the seasonal SST changes are a warming of the summer hemisphere and cooling of the winter hemisphere. This would be incompatible with a view in which the Hadley circulation is driven by the SST contrast, since in that case one would expect a stronger SST contrast to be associated with a stronger Hadley circulation.
The weakening of the Hadley circulation is not inconsistent, on the other hand, with a view of the Hadley cell as being driven by changes in the surface energy budget, to the extent that those are not ''compensated'' by changes in radiative energy flux at the top of the atmosphere (Kang et al. 2008 (Kang et al. , 2009 ). The reduction in latent heat flux in the summer hemisphere and addition in the winter hemisphere reduce the energy transport the Hadley circulation needs to accomplish and thus are qualitatively consistent, all else equal, with a weakening of the circulation. Despite its internal consistency, however, this energetic view is still unsatisfying, because the changes in latent heat flux appear to be driven by surface wind speed changes, which are themselves consequences of the changes in the circulation. Further, while a reduction of energy transport in the Hadley circulation is consistent with an equatorward shift of the ITCZ (e.g., Kang et al. 2008 Kang et al. , 2009 , as is found here, it is far from obvious that such a weakening should be accompanied by an increase in precipitation in the summer hemisphere tropics (where it is already maximum) and a decrease in the winter hemisphere tropics, leading to an overall increase in the cross-equatorial contrast in precipitation.
Rather, it appears more likely that the changes in the Hadley circulation will be best explained, one way or another, by changes in the behavior of extratropical baroclinic eddies, with momentum transports by the eddies playing a significant role. Eddy momentum transports have been found to be essential to the observed interannual variability of the Hadley circulation (Seager et al. 2003; Caballero 2007) , and to the behavior of the Hadley circulation in idealized simulations of various sorts (e.g., Becker et al. (1997) ; Kim and Lee 2001; Walker and Schneider 2006; Schneider and Bordoni 2008; Sobel and Schneider 2009 ). The causes for the robust projected changes in the Hadley circulation are still debated, involving (for example) changes in the static stability of the subtropical troposphere ), tropical tropopause height (Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Frierson et al. 2007) , and the phase speeds of eddies Chen and Held 2007; Chen et al. 2008) or stratospheric ozone (Son et al. 2008) ; however, all of these explanations appeal inherently to eddy dynamics and involve momentum considerations in a central way.
This evidence all suggests the following view of the chain of cause and effect, of which the tropical changes described above form several links but not the initiating ones. In a warming climate, during the near-solsticial seasons when the Hadley cells are strongest and the intertropical convergence zones are farthest from the equator, the winter Hadley cell expands, while both the winter and summer cells weaken. The explanation for these changes is almost certain to involve extratropical eddies in a central way, and to require consideration of momentum as well as energy. These changes in the Hadley circulation lead to changes in the surface wind speed, such that it increases in the winter subtropics and decreases in the summer subtropics. As would be expected if the ocean were to respond passively as a slab mixed layer, the summer hemisphere SST increases whereas the winter hemisphere decreases. As this increases the normal seasonal SST contrasts, CAPE, precipitation, and PI increase in the summer hemisphere.
Conclusions
We have analyzed changes in the tropical SST, surface wind, precipitation, and related fields from the twentieth to the twenty-first century in climate projections using the CMIP3 multimodel ensemble. We have focused on nearsolsticial seasons, JFM and JAS, when the Hadley cells are strongest, the intertropical convergence zones are farthest from the equator, and tropical cyclone activity is greatest. We have shown that when the annual mean changes are subtracted from the changes in these seasons, the remaining seasonal changes have a large degree of antisymmetry: the JFM changes look much like the JAS changes if either of the signs is reversed, or the fields are reflected about the equator.
The seasonal changes in SST are, broadly, an increase in the summer hemisphere and a decrease in the winter hemisphere. The resulting anomalous SST contrast is of the opposite sign to what would be expected if the SST changes were driving the Hadley circulation changes. Rather, the SST changes appear to be caused by wind speed changes-increasing wind speed in the winter hemisphere and decreasing in the summer hemisphere-which themselves are associated with previously documented changes in the Hadley circulation, namely, an expansion of the winter Hadley cell and a weakening of the summer Hadley cell. As all the mechanisms that have been proposed to explain these Hadley circulation changes involve extratropical eddies, it seems reasonable to view the tropical changes described here as induced, or at least mediated, by midlatitude dynamics.
While they do not cause the circulation changes, the seasonal SST changes do influence the atmosphere; they are associated with significant changes in precipitation, whose peak values increase in total by around 10% and shift equatorward, and even more in convective available potential energy (CAPE), which changes by as much as 25%; in both cases comparable fractions of the changes are attributable to the annual mean change and the seasonal changes. Tropical cyclone potential intensity (PI) has changes that are broadly similar in structure to those in CAPE, but smaller in magnitude. The changes in SST, CAPE, precipitation, and PI oppose the annual mean changes in JFM and enhance them in JAS, so that the net changes from the twentieth to the twenty-first century are greater in JAS and smaller in JFM.
